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Abstract
The following paper seeks to investigate the discipline, craft, and tradition of documentary
poetics through the writer’s family and childhood home. Roland Barthes text, Camera Lucida,
Catherine Gander’s text, Muriel Rukeyser and Documentary, along with essays like Phillip
Metres’s “(More) News from Poems: Investigative/ Documentary/ Social Poetics On the Tenth
Anniversary of the Publication of ‘From Reznikoff to Public Enemy’” are used to provide both
framework for documentary poetics and insight into the writer’s poetry manuscript of lineage,
intergenerational trauma, ghosts and haunting, and locality.
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Chapter 1
DOCUPOETIC TRADITION
I thought for so long that time was like a line, that... that our moments were laid out like dominoes,
and that they... fell, one into another and on it went, just days tipping, one into the next, into the
next, in a long line between the beginning... and the end. But I was wrong. It's not like that at all.
Our moments fall around us like rain. Or... snow. Or confetti.
-Nell Crain (Victoria Pedretti), “The Haunting of Hill House”

In 2017, I move back to my childhood home in Huntington, West Virginia after a failed
long-term relationship. The house, which has been in my family since 1939, seems to contain not
only my past, but my mother’s and grandmother’s. I find myself surrounded by the ghosts of
memory.
Kristin Prevallet discusses the importance of space and time, history, writing, “History is
what connects a person to space and time; it is not a force that acts upon the individual from the
outside. Rather it is story, imagination, poetry” (para. 6). My experience in sifting through the
personal archives of my family has been one of “story, imagination, poetry” (Prevallet para. 6). It
itself stems from these genres, in the retelling of stories passed down from relatives, in old
photographs. And then, finally, in my necessary reimagining and repositioning of these events
through poetry.
Philip Metres also notes the role of history on the genre of docupoetics in his essay,
“(More) News from Poems: Investigative/ Documentary/ Social Poetics On the Tenth
Anniversary of the Publication of ‘From Reznikoff to Public Enemy’” in which he writes,
“Documentary poetics arises from the idea that poetry is not a museum-object to be observed
from afar but a dynamic medium that informs and is informed by history” (para. 6). It is among
the ghosts of our separate and shared histories that I find inspiration for this project. Time seems
to collapse here, and I find myself tethered only by history, experience. In one moment, I am

again, a six-year-old girl running through the dining room; in another, I see my mother at seven
mourning the loss of her father after he dies of prostate cancer. I self-excavate, I record the
stories of my family, I research the archives of our property and genealogy, all to better make
sense of the people who have resided here, but the space that serves as a setting for so much
trauma, so much joy.
The very idea of excavation, recording, and archival research has its roots in docupoetics
(also called “investigative poetry”). For a poetic genre precedented on hybridity and the avantgarde, most notably the appropriation and manipulation of documents, it necessarily creates
confusion on identification and naming. The current conversation is important in that it
represents how entangled and contradictory the genre is with its mix of factual documents and
lyrical engagement all of which so influences my role as poet.
Metres notes, “The poetic practitioners themselves vary in what they call this engagement
with other texts and textualities: documentary poetry, investigative poetics, poetics of inquiry,
research-based poetics, or social poetics—all overlapping labors, each with its own figuration of
the poet” (para. 3). Metres acknowledges the dispute of identifying this slippery genre, but
ultimately concludes that the determining factor is the role of the poet themselves: “Poet as
alternative historian, detective, philosopher, radical text-worker” (para. 3). In my own work,
then, I take the role of docupoet, “alternative historian” (Metres para. 3) who seeks to translate
and transcribe my overlapping familial history. My ownership of the role and genre,
“docupoetics,” is important for understanding the craft elements enclosed within the manuscript,
as they necessarily engage with documents, yes, but also the craft of documentary. As such,
Catherine Gander investigates the influence of documentary film on documentary poetry in the
introduction to her text, Muriel Rukeyser and Documentary. Gander focuses primarily on poet
2

Muriel Rukeyser but does spend significant time discussing the history and identification not of
docupoetics but of documentary film. Gander quotes filmmaker and critic Alan Trachtenberg,
who called documentary film a “most troubling of categories” (14). This genre, so “troubling”
(as qtd. in Gander 14) due to its malleable, transformational, and evolving characteristics (14).
Regardless which genre came first, the confusion and controversy surrounding them both seem
to be inherent and significant as this labeling influences how we as readers and writers engage
with it, but more importantly, the way it is crafted.
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CHAPTER TWO
DOCUPOET AS WITNESS
Poetry can extend the document.
-Muriel Rukeyser, U.S. 1

In antique clock making and maintenance, there is no set of strict directions and
instructions. Only those well-versed can fix a clock and do so with much guesswork; their only
guide are the little dings and scratches inside made by others through the clock's lifespan. These
scars guide artisans: they read them in order to make repairs. Horologists call them "witness
marks."
To see the marks, to read them, or to witness, and make a testimony, is the very
foundation of documentary poetics. Documentary poets often task themselves with investigating
and researching social, historic, or personal phenomena, then reshaping, transforming them from
their static shapes. In both documentary film and poetry, the role of director and writer are one of
witness. Specifically, Gander discusses how the documentarian’s role as eyewitness is integral to
their investigation, and interpretation of the truth (12). The goal of both director and writer, then,
is to bring about, effect, or incite change. Michele S. Ware echoes this idea in her essay,
“Opening the Gates: Muriel Rukeyser and the Poetry of Witness” by stating, “The poet as
witness, the poem, and the audience as witness are all agents of change, bound together by
responsibility, knowledge, and desire for connection” (306). In Ware’s estimation, the goal of
change is further extended, as she notes that writer (and director) is not only trying to effect
change, but are also trying to connect with their audience, whether that be readers or viewers.
True, in my manuscript, I attempt to relate the facts as I see them, witness them, to readers, but I
also try to forge a connection, one precedented upon intimacy and vulnerability. I recount and
transcribe the trauma of my mother, grandmother, myself, which all occurred within the walls of
4

my family’s home. I relate, confess these events to my reader by translating them into poetry,
and in doing so, create a bond, connection, relationship. My reader becomes both confidant and
co-conspirator, as they listen and embark along with me on the process of archival research. In
this way, I am also able to extend the document(s), as Rukeyser posits. Through assessor
documents, family trees, the house deed, and photographs, I am able to create a new narrative,
one that feels more emotionally true, rather than bare facts.
I witness the marks made by the past in our home. And though my grandfather died of
prostate cancer when my mother was seven, and though I never met him, I still see his presence
marked in the peeling wallpaper, the eroded brown carpet of his and my grandmother's oncemaster bedroom; his loopy cursive scrawled upon the breaker box. We have only one treasured
family heirloom: a battered, red photo album containing pictures of my mother's childhood, her
father (my grandfather), this house. I witness these marks and as such, I am called to transcribe
them.
The question is, how to craft these remembrances in a way that not only relates factual
details but extends them in lyrical fashion.

5

CHAPTER THREE
DOCUMENTARY/DOCUPOETIC CRAFT
It is also important to note that docupoetics as influenced by documentary film situates
the writer/director as both witness and historian, yes, but it also borrows from documentary
film’s craft and technique. Specifically, Gander quotes documentary film critic and theorist, Paul
Rotha, who noted the importance of the balance among image sequencing, “The single image,
which arrives with its own speed, takes its place in a sequence which reinforces that image. This
happens most recognisably in films and poetry” (as qtd. in Gander 8). Here, Rotha directly links
documentary film and poetics through their use of imagery and composition.
Due to documentary film and docupoetic emphasis on imagery, it is crucial to consider
Roland Barthes work in Camera Lucida, where he explores the impact and effect of images,
specifically those of photographs. In his work, Barthes is concerned with understanding
photography as art form (that which makes it) but also to formulate if photography can be
analyzed and held separately from other art forms. Barthes asserts three principles of
photography “to do, to undergo, to look” (9). Barthes then breaks down these three principles
and their respective processes accordingly: the photographer themselves becomes Barthes
“Operator,” the subject of the photo becomes a “Spectacle,” while the viewer is a “Spectator”
(9). Of these ideas, I am most interested in his theory of Spectacle and Spectator because, like
Barthes, I am no Operator. Of Spectacle, Barthes explains it has “a relation to ‘spectacle’ and
adds to it that rather terrible thing which is there in every photography: the return of the dead”
(9). Though Barthes believes that through the taking a photograph, the spectacle dies little
deaths, he seems to also say that through these captured moments in time, history, the dead can
return among the living. And again, I return to the red and gold photo album which so obsesses
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me—in picture after picture, my grandfather is resurrected by my looking, my spectating.
Through the camera’s careful eye, he returns to me. This sentimentality also concerns
Barthes work in Camera Lucida, “I wanted to explore it not as a question (a theme) but as a
wound” (9). These two ideas seem to be the center of his investigation: the ability for the camera
to capture time (and as such, life) and its subsequent effect on the Spectators, like me, who view
those photographs.
Most critical seems to be the photographs effect on me, the Spectator, the viewer. How
does a photograph impact us? In discussions of documentary film and poetics, the goal is to
change and transform. As such, as a Spectator, I am also changed and transformed. Barthes
agrees with this change but goes further in his exploration. For example, Camera Lucida's
second part specifically investigates personal photographs, and the idea of what Barthes calls the
"studium" and "punctum." According to Barthes, the studium is the looker's inane interest in the
photograph itself, that which draws us near (26). The punctum is the after-effect, afterimage of
this looking, the emotional understanding. Barthes articulates this impact as that "which rises
from the scene, shoots out of it like an arrow, and pierces me" (26). He also describes the
punctum in beautiful slant rhyme as "this wound, this prick, this mark made by pointed
instrument" (26). Indeed, as Spectator, I find myself wounded by what I see in the photo album:
my grandfather riding motorcycles, stationed in Guam during his time in the Army, standing
happily next to my grandmother on their wedding day, held tightly by Appalachian Mountains.
These themes are also, of course, prevalent in documentary film and of documentary poetics, as
they require imagery, visual or written. Filmmaking requires the manipulation of an original
document—there is purposeful editing, splicing, and sequencing of images (scenes). Justly,
docupoetics borrows these ideas, as they often edit found material, and splice or fragment
7

documents through methods like erasure, and sequences these materials in new and compelling
ways. In this way, the filmmaker and writer become both Spectator and Operator—all at once
they are wounded by the document, the image, and then they take authority over it through
manipulation, through those techniques of editing, sequencing, and splicing. They wound the
wound. And in doing so, control the newly transformed images effect, which by now has surely
changed from its original, and in doing so, has also changed the effect on the Spectator.
Ultimately, these filmmaking techniques of editing, splicing, and sequencing occur in writing
through ekphrasis, erasure, and collage.
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CHAPTER FOUR
DOCUPOETIC CRAFT: EKPHRASIS
In this same way, Diana Khoi Nguyen resurrects her brother who died of suicide in Ghost
Of, a text that sees the intergenerational trauma marks of Vietnamese parents and the suicide and
embodies them on the page with images of family photographs and ekphrasis poems. The
pictures serve as the basis for this work; Nguyen's brother cut himself out of them before
committing suicide. It is these same pictures that Nguyen edits, splices, and places her work
inside the cutouts, or else they assume the shape of the cuts themselves, the shape of Nguyen's
deceased brother. The black and white photographs appear tilted, shaky as if the photographer,
the Operator, did not have a steady hand. Nguyen's family members appear doubled, their
ghostly shadows hovering just behind them. The shape of her brother is unmistakable in the cuts
left by the scissors; they zigzag through a once-happy family. They wound.
In a series of chilling poems, "Triptych," Nguyen features a photograph in which her
brother's absent shape is that of an upside-down triangle, a dagger. One page, the picture. On the
next, Nguyen's words take the shape of the missing piece. But Nguyen continues "Triptych" in
an ekphrastic prose poem, the missing piece still absent, still piercing. She writes, "can we cut
each other down can we cut the door out can we cut each other can we cut it out; cut it out" (44).
The staggering, cutting repetition of "cut" and its transformation from cutting the photo, the
family, to the symbol of the door as ending or beginning, to a plea for her brother, herself, to "cut
it out" (44). This ekphrastic work and the idea of cutting and splicing supports Barthes's
assertions of the photograph's ability to wound and resurrect. It also demonstrates the importance
of documentary film technique and documentary poetics use of ekphrasis to transform, to
change, to extend the initial document, that of her deceased brother and cultural trauma in her
family.
9

In addition to these techniques, Nguyen’s role as both poet and documentarian is
important to note Nguyen sees the witness marks and uses collage to give them a voice. She
resurrects her brother later in "Ghost Of" by saying, "You cannot keep your brother alive if you
keep your mouth shut" (63). This poem, this line is essential in that it not only expresses the idea
that investigative poetics and collage can resurrect, but Nguyen also writes in second person
direct address. She talks to us, positions her readers from her point of view. At the same time,
this direct address also seems to connote Nguyen speaking to herself, willing herself to continue.
The poet-as-witness uses documents as a vehicle, an altar, to resurrect ghosts and transform them
into dynamic entities that readers take with them. In Nguyen's case, it was to change, to
transform mourning. In either case, the reader, by consuming these texts, becomes altered; they
have the ability to keep discussing and interacting with the work. We, as readers, "extend" the
original "document."
Like Nguyen, I make use of physically altered photographs in a series of visual poems
called “The Shape of a Ghost” in which I meditate on the metaphoric idea of ghosts and try to
ascribe it a physical, tangible shape. In order to do so, I take an X-Acto knife and cut out family
members who I’ve never known: a cousin during the 1970’s in our living room well before I am
ever born, my paternal grandfather holding infant-me in the living room of the house. In their
places, I superimpose their leftover shape onto pages of the house deed. In this way, I alter each
documents intended effect. I take control as Operator, like Nguyen, and the punctum on behalf of
Spectator is changed as well. For instance, in the poem of my missing cousin, I write, “The
shape/ of a/ ghost/ is red/ a tongue/ trapped/ behind/ teeth.” These words, my handwritten words,
appear scattered around the newly edited photograph. In the other visual poems, I attempt to
define and locate ghosts within the architecture of my house. In these, I use the same method, but
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instead of people becoming absent shapes, the house becomes absent—walls are missing and
subsequently replaced with my mother’s personal narrative of my birth, our washhouse in the
backyard becomes itself a wall of these words as I, about 6 years old stand in snow in front of it.
In this particular poem, I write, “The shape of a/ ghost is the shape of footprints/ left in snow.” In
this way, I attempt to converge and combine my existence with the house. We become
intertwined. We become one. While the Spectators, effected by the new punctum, become the
witness of this transformation.
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CHAPTER FIVE
DOCUPOETIC CRAFT: ERASURE
Solmaz Shariff notes the importance of erasure in docupoetics in her essay, “The Near
Transitive Properties of the Political and Poetical: Erasure,” in which she links the idea of
erasure to colonization and Westernized, often racist, politics. Though the concept of racism isn’t
a facet of my own manuscript, it is worth noting, as it posits writer as “alternative historian” in
order to give voice back to marginalized groups. Or, in my own work, to give voice to family
members long dead, or to traumatic events (the grief from my grandfather’s death, my mother’s
physical abuse by her stepfather, my molestation by an older cousin) that exist only in memory,
in silence. So intertwined, I place these stories, these voices on the page together, the only space
where we can finally speak out and to one another.
Notably, in her essay, Shariff outlines six objectives for the craft of erasure: to highlight
silence of an original text, “document”/peoples, to reimagine time and history between those
dead and alive, to emphasize the writer’s faulty authority and reliability, to show consideration
for that which has been forgotten by history, to invite collaboration between writer and reader,
and finally, to demonstrate the possibilities of a text (para. 28). When I consider these outcomes,
I can’t help but to also consider erasure as documentary technique—to edit and splice is, in some
ways, to erase, to make new.
Like the other documentary poets, myself included, Maggie Nelson uses erasure in her
book, Jane: A Murder which investigates the life and death of her aunt Jane, a victim in a series
of tragic rape murders. Because Jane was killed before Nelson was born, so much of this book is
both imaginative and investigative; Nelson uses sources of Jane's diaries, letters, dreams, literary
excerpts, and crime websites and books. Nelson relies on found texts and her voice and that of
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her deceased aunt Jane, along with ancestors to highlight her familial trauma and lineage. In the
preface of the text, Nelson makes clear her reconstruction: "I have taken the liberty of altering
the appearance of Jane's writing," which seems to posit that Nelson used Jane's diary entries as a
document that she reconstructed into a sort of found poem, erasing, or editing, the original
documents. These appear within the book as epistolary poems, which, through Nelson’s editing,
Jane becomes speaker. And, it is with this confession, that the reader wonders what is left out by
Nelson’s manipulation. As Shariff postulates, the effect of this erasure work not only reimagines
Jane’s history but also demonstrates the possibility of her original text, Jane’s diary entries.
For example, Nelson-as-Jane writes, "If only life and death were better understood by
me/ I dread and fear death and yet am uncertain of life and the why of it" (158). In this instance,
Nelson resurrects Jane as a living presence by reconstructing the original document, that of the
diary, into the lineated poem. In this form, and through this erasure, it is also Nelson considering
the "dread and fear" of death, and this work is how she attempts to "better [understand]" it, which
further demonstrates the use of erasure and its dynamic multi-vocality properties and
possibilities. This possibility of the original document resurrects Jane and gives her the ability to
speak posthumously alongside Nelson. Again, I can’t help but think of Barthes work and his
contention that the image kills the Spectacle. Yet it is my assertion that the capturing of a
Spectacle within an image, in this example, the image of Jane, still alive, actually resurrects her.
The book's final section, the "epilogue," fully resurrects Jane, as Nelson reimagines her
ending. In this surrealist section, Jane quits writing a diary entry, packs up her things, walks
outside into the light: "I go on, and I don't know whether I'm going into darkness or into light
and joy" ([emphasis hers] 221). Through docupoetics and erasure, this type of reimagining and
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resurrection is possible; Jane has been brought back to life by marking each reader that pays
witness to her life.
In my own work, I too, perform erasure, yet I use erasure more traditionally, through the
blacking out of the original text to create a poem inside it. For example, using my mother’s
aforementioned personal narrative of my birth, I not only splice this narrative into pieces, but I
also black out much of the original text, and in doing so, as Shariff posits, invite new possibilities
of the original work. For example, my mother-as-me, writes, “I/ looked/ at/ god/ I/ found a/ new
meaning for the word/ for the word.” In this way, I almost completely change the original
document through the erasing of it; I create new meaning. And through this erasure, I am able to
meditate on erasure itself, “I/ found a/ new meaning for the word.” Additionally, I merge visual
poems and erasure together in this series: I scan the spliced document complete with her
instructor’s corrections and comments. Nelson also merges ekphrasis and erasure within her
book. In a poem titled “Phil’s Photos,” Nelson demonstrates this merging among techniques,
"Where Jane's journals end/ these photos begin, and/ they are unlike any of her/ I have ever seen.
I can't explain/ the difference" (84). In this moment, Nelson inserts herself as speaker and
meditates on the power of language and imagery, just as I do in my own erasure. We are able to
feel the image’s punctum, even if an actual photograph isn’t included.
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CHAPTER SIX
DOCUPOETIC CRAFT: COLLAGE
Here, and as hinted in the previous section, the overlapping of craft and text
become most visible. It is within this craft technique that the documentary technique and
emphasis on sequencing is demonstrated. ." Muriel Rukeyser, for example, knew the importance
of these ideas, the transformative properties of poetry when she crafted the 1938 long poem "The
Book of the Dead," which details the tragic industrial disaster of Gauley Bridge, West Virginia,
where workers, many of them migrant people of color, were killed due to silicosis while building
an electrical dam. Rukeyser also knew the importance of photographs. She intended her long
poem to be accompanied by pictures when she first embarked with Nancy Naumburg to West
Virginia, yet these pictures never appeared in the published version. So, the traditional idea of
the collage with images and text was present at the start of Rukeyser's project, yet actually
appears in the practice of taking found texts and revising them into poems. In her work, she not
only collages documents of court transcripts and testimonies and excerpts from the Egyptian
Book of the Dead, but she also inserts herself within the work, often describing the Appalachian
landscape. For example, in the first section entitled, "West Virginia," Rukeyser describes the
terrain, "green rivers cut the rock back/ rapids boiled down,/ a scene of power./ Done by the
dead" (65). In this way, Rukeyser witnessed the marks (the dam built to harness electricity) upon
the land, made by the deceased men's hands, "Done by the dead" (65). Because Rukeyser was
made witness to the after-effects of the tragic deaths of the workers, she herself becomes marked.
And though Naumburg's photographs were missing from the published edition, these lyrical
poems serve as images for the reader. We envision the landscape for ourselves. These poems are
a necessary component of the collection, which rightfully and necessarily places Rukeyser
alongside the voices and documents she uses. These poems seem to say: I am not only a witness
15

but a fellow compatriot. She sees the marks of their loss left upon their families and
communities. The result is a collage of voices, those dead, those surviving, and Rukeyser, the
poetic witness. In one chilling piece, "Absalom," these voices are apparent, as Rukeyser collages
the words and story of Emma Jones, whose brother, husband, and three sons died of silicosis
along with the Egyptian Book of the Dead excerpts, which provide instructions for the safe
passage of the dead to the afterlife. Rukeyser writes (Jones speaks):
Shirley asked that we try to find out.
That's how they learned what the trouble was.
I open out a way, they have covered my sky with crystal
I come forth by day, I am born a second time,
I force my way through, and I know the fate
I shall journey over the earth among the living.
He shall not be diminished, never;
I shall give a mouth to my son. ([emphasis hers] 82)
In this passage, we see clear indications of the voices. We see them aesthetically on the page-italics meant to signify the external text use of the Egyptian book and the regular typeface of
Rukeyser's version of Jones's voice and testimony. The result is one of stark opposition and soft,
pleading prayer. Rukeyser meta-reflects through Emma Jones's words, "I shall give a mouth to
my son" (82). True, by the sheer crafting of this poem, Rukeyser gave voice to the son and
mother through Jones's testimony through the Egyptian text excerpts. This interweaving of
evidence-as-voice is necessary to the form and function of documentary poetics: taking objective
world evidence and piecing them together (collaging) to expand the event beyond the courtroom,
beyond the page, to bring forth for public view.
This craft technique of the collage, whether it be a physical collage or on the writing
level, allows documentary poets to witness the events and be marked by them and then make
these reconstructed voices and stories mark readers (through Barthes punctum). What’s more,
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this craft allows us to place ourselves alongside or as the subjects we’re investigating. As such,
these ghosts become resurrected by the documentary poet’s collage; they are dynamic, no longer
simply living within us, but back living amongst others in the world.
I perform collage in the manuscript through found texts, like Rukeyser, to reconstruct and
insert my voice alongside and with voices on the page, the only place where this would be
possible. In a series of epistolary poems, which echoes Nelson’s process, I take my grandfather’s
words from the backs of the photos in our cherished, red photo album. I take them apart. I cut
them. I collage them to make a conversation between my grandfather and my mother/myself (I
conflate our personas). In one section, my mother and I write to my grandfather in traditional
lyric tradition noting the pictures in our heirloom photo album, “I find you/ there in beaches and/
woods, in cars, on/ motorcycles. You travel/ faster than my/ eyes/hands can keep up.” And only
within this reconstructed space, he is able to respond: “I should/ have held you/ real close./ I
wanted to blanket/ you with/ my letters.” In this moment, my grandfather is able to talk with my
mother and me. The words are originally his, though not appearing in this order. And, in the
tradition of Nguyen and Kapil with Barthes words about photographs echoing through my mind,
I also edit and visually collage documents throughout the manuscript: county assessor
documents, photographs, found texts, and erasures, all combine and transform among the pages.
I cut them out, edit them, sequence, and layer them together and alongside one another. This
visual collage performs the collage I do on the writing level. Not only are the voices in chorus
together, but the people on the page are too.
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CHAPTER SEVEN
THE DOCUPOETIC CHORUS
Essentially, this work seeks to add my voice to the chorus—not only of documentary
poets through their tradition and craft techniques, but to add my voices among those of my
ancestors, my still-living family. By using the craft techniques of ekphrasis, erasure, and collage
from documentary film tradition, I am able to reconstruct my lineage, history, and identity on the
page. Using factual evidence like accessor documents, the house deed, and family photographs
and altering them into different poetic forms, I extend their original purpose, use, and meaning.
And, ultimately, in this way, I am able to get closer to the emotional truth of my family history,
my own identity by engaging with these so-called “facts.” I see the marks. I witness them. And
in changing them, I, too, am changed.
I hope by writing this work, I can illustrate the importance and necessity of using
documentary poetics to investigate the self, to craft narratives using found text, and to employ
nontraditional methods to tell stories and relate experiences. By doing so, I create a realistic
human experience, one not rendered only in static black and white documents, but one that is
very much alive, and one that demands reader participation. Through this participation,
specifically of readers being involved in the investigation, revision, and retelling, they are able
not only to see the marks, but witness them. And they too, will be changed because of it, because
adding their voice to this chorus of “terrible music.”
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CHAPTER EIGHT
WITNESS MARKS: NOTES ON A FAMILY
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Altar Song
Lay your body upon the altar
altar
altar
offer sugar cubes, roosters ripe for fighting, moonshine, morning dawn
Press your body on the altar
altar
altar
profess [grand]father whisper hello & wait for an answer
Set your body against the altar
altar
altar
offer wallpaper, weed & speed & LSD, cornbread, a single flame
Still your body against the altar
altar
altar
summon [grand]father slice open your palm press it against open air & wait for his
Place your body on the altar
altar
altar
offer turquoise, tobacco, a yellow canary
Push your body against the altar
altar
altar
conjure [grand]father & wait & wait
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app·uh·latch·uh
growin/-g mountains/outta my mouth/tastes like/cornbread/tastes like/sorrow/strainin/g/kinfolk/secrets/we hail from/over/yon/-der/out/beech fork/way/mawmaw/mama/please/warsh
the words/from my tongue/don’t wanna/sound/like them/still/the words/grow/the words/reach
out/come out/wrong/bent/twisted branches/between/the cracks/of my teeth/whippin/-g
switch/ready for
punishment/pain
offerin/-gs/still/the
reddened
shame/rendered/in
fatty/pauses/are you/from/kentucky?/they ask/they say/you sound/funny/I try/to
clip the
words/shell them/like green beans/from our garden/blanch/baptize them/in the/hot water/of
my/voice/keep them/in clear jars/line all the shelves/still/they sit/silently/waitin/-g/waitin/-g
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Family Myth I
My great grandpa and grandma write their names in the small path outside our little homestead.
Mama swears it remains somewhere out there, some 50 years later. I walk the uneven path, the
slabs jutting here and there like crooked teeth. I will the ground to speak to me, to offer directions
but all I get is silence. Around, down, around. Back again, I trek. I squat. I scrutinize. I brush off
weeds and dirt and moss, searching. Did you find it? If their signatures were ever really there, I
can’t find them now. Their trace existing only within
.
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The House Speaks
Through mama, through stories, playing in the backyard, I’d drag matchbox cars through
the mud, the same ground I’d dig with silverplated spoons to find earthworms, tiger slugs,
snails, their slime, a rainbow oil slick in the sun. I think of maps, of retracing. Following
their trail like I do mamas, like some sort of ghostly report. And the house speaks this way
too, through mama’s written records: Clara Stratton Ballengee bought the house (1934ish) & built a washhouse out back, I remember the washhouse, too, the day we tore it down,
all chipped white paint and soft wood swollen with rainwater, the smell of mildew and
something buried deep underground. Below this, a list of children: Chick, Marvin, Molly
(twins), relatives I’ve never met, long since dead, long since buried in the earth, all this
transcribed with pointer finger pressed to pen, a planchette, and before me, on notepad,
mama makes magic, summons my, our, family history, lineage the architecture of blood
and bone, resurrecting & erecting it on notepad before me, and there, (can you see it?) a
notation, barely noticeable, the house speaking through the simple swoops and flourishes
of black ink, responding, coming (back) alive.
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Conversations with a Ghost I
Dear [grand]father,
I brought the
photo album out, you
know the one: red
cover with gold
border. I find you
there in beaches in
Guam with smiling
Army buddies, in
wooded hills
of West Virginia, on
motorcycles somewhere
in suburbia. One
moment I think
I have you under
finger. The next,
you are gone.

Dear [grand]daughter,
Look
close. See the
clues in my
pictures,
love. We came
30

here
long before
you.
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32
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Triptych
at 7

at 28

little fist full of fishing lures

in empty hallways

waiting

waiting for

a ghost

to catch

a firework flash

lingering in doorways

an afterimage

their blue eyes

in transplanted tiger-lily

from Beech Fork

toward the light

stomping, stamping out

destiny blazing

toward me, burns

flickering

& smoldering mere

holes into lonely

memories. Adjusting the

seconds left. Measure

lens shutter

exposure of my body’s

tears. Remember his

shoulders rising like

x-rayed beams. House bones

weak stagger, like

an arching line cast

on blueprint paper point to

whispering willow catkins

toward sky

toward family future

toward her

before plummeting

at 31 or 32

off-course & off-grid

crashing into

unknown territory

in the winds
of West Virginia. The

once-still waters

of grief. This splintering

home

of her

mother, I feel too. Like a

cracking open

heart clenched tight
her

fist around

ribs squeezing

throat unclenched
wails

pieces of wallpaper
shutting him out soon

a blossoming scream within me erupts, she
echoes
at all
this
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weeps
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Wedding Day 1967 or ‘68
Grandma in a brown fur coat, where did she even get that? their wedding day in December. I get
no answers, but you can tell from the sly smile that she feels like a glamorous woman. Once, my
Granny Ballengee taught me to color my lips with lids closed, to trust and trace them with red and
fill them in. I trace the photo now with uncertain fingers, find the shape of him, grandpa, in sepia.
Learn the thinning hair, icy eyes, little smile through touch, both of them cradled in setting sun
skyline. The ridge of Appalachian Mountains pointing up, a zigzag of earth and trees, a haloed
crown above their heads. When I was little, mama told me he was in heaven. So far away. Captured
in the cage of this frame, so close, yet unreachable, unknowable. And still, I’m able to find him:
in the scrawled cursive on the breaker box of our family home: bathroom light, kitchen light,
bedroom recepticle. In the frame of a mirror, when I see my thin eyebrows and pointed chin, in
the way I point that chin up and down while I drink from the long neck of beer, savoring its salty
taste on my tongue, and when I’ve drank enough, god help me, I find his knowing smile at the
bottom of the bottle.
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A Note on Mary
Mom said when she moved in the house, there were whiskey caps and bottles a foot deep, hidden
in the bedroom closet.
Dear Mary,
I, too, know the
slippery desire
to waste away
the day
drinking velvet
from a
glass bottle, to
put its lip to
mine in
a dozen cold
kisses.
Dear Mary,
I always
thought my
drinking came
from father,
grandfather, but
what if
it really stems
from you? From
the afterimage
of your caps
left in my
bedroom
closet?
Dear Mary,
Here is one
more lid,
one more
bottle to
add to
the pile, our
little secret.
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Ars Poetica I
Mama,
why won’t you
share your words? It’s
just easier this
way. You want to
document in
pictures, snapshots
of a legal pad crammed
with script. But I
want to feel
the impressions
of your pen
like bite
marks on skin.
Give me each little
letter. The loops
of your cursive
look like
waves I drew
as a child, or
those birds with
curlicue wings
static in a crayoned
sky. I cherish each
misspelled word, am
reminded of recepticle,
tutching.
Mama,
what makes us all so
unwilling, unable to put
our histories down
on paper? I think
this poetry will
break our curse. As
I write each word,
layers of plaster,
paneling, paper peel
back, crumble into
piles, turn into
a range of
mountains I think
I once saw
in a
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picture.
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Red Room I
My mama tells me stories of the how the living room looked before: walls red, furniture scarlet,
black damask splattering that scarlet like Rorschach ink. So much blood has come through this
house: my great grandpa’s, my mawmaw and mama’s, mine. I remember as a child playing out in
the yard barefoot, cutting my toes on something sharp, limping through the kitchen, my blood
trailing behind me, as I swerve around piles of sorted laundry fit for washing, the machine’s
agitator beating in the background like some distant drum. They walk through my footprints this
time, following the red, trying to find me, the hurt place.
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Add Her to the List
Add her
to the list
of ladies
this place
attracts.
She left
her husband,
didn’t want
to stay
at Mama
Sue’s. It was
always full
of drunks.
She
had a four
year old
son.
They lived
in the
washhouse aka
“building”
Add her
to the list
of ladies
this place
attracts.
No water or
bathroom. They
ate and
showered at
Mama’s.
We sometimes
called her
Loretta Sue. I hope
that wasn’t
her real
name.
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Add her
to the list
of ladies
this place
attracts.
One more
who chose
the wrong
man.
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Ars Poetica II
Mawmaw,
I can’t believe you
never saved
his letters. It didn’t
seem important at the
time. This is why
I hoard every scrap
of paper like a
magpie
nesting: the ticket
stub from five years
ago, a learner’s
permit (aged 15),
love letters from
middle school. And
yet all I have
of grandpa
is an old army jacket,
turquoise rings,
scrawl on a dusty
breaker box. I
imagine
him teaching mama
to write
in our kitchen. Hunched
behind, right arm
outstretched to meet
hers grasping
a pencil. They
write together in
shaky strokes, the
same ones I see
on the backs of
pictures. Mawmaw,
why you didn’t
tell me
the way he wrote
about darkness in
Guam was
poetry?
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My Mother Translates her Father’s Handwriting
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Conversations with a Ghost II
Dear [grandfather],
Today, I opened
the cupboard,
smacked it with
my palm. As
it shuttered
open, I thought
I heard your
voice, a whisper
like the echo
of trains. I
thought I saw
your shadow.

Dear [grand]daughter,
Thinking of
you again. The
day is too
long. I should
have held you
real close. I
wanted to blanket
you with
my letters.
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Part Mammal, Part Mountain
Slow and

southerly

moonshine ebbs and

flows along
borders,

uncertain
to a holler [the

hearkens back

oldest

living

closer

English dialect,

to

the

Chaucer]. In an
rugged

untold

mountains

journey

speech
American

and lost

[brutally
rural

existence].

Four million
blood,

speak

redneck]
make up

mountaineers
reclamation,

white trash,

the negative

epithets

a quilt that holds

story? Made

this story back.

[not

of mawmaw, mama

than one
poor

acid rain. Born
myself part

mountain [Good

dead soil
from

mammal

length
to come close,

to see

invisible

taste]made

you

of bone] I urge
me

come alive

stretch

a rube]
hustling

part

nutrition's given

some
you

from

trash]

swollen with

My

more

generation

white

the hills,

speak

a badge

[hillbilly,

of local pride:

past,

roads, I

along a

impoverished

of

and

beyond
borders, myself

[A well
rube
with a

[you’re just

scrubbed,
little

finally

visible by
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this [re]

you’ve tried
to

[and that

telling.

so

shed?] I still

West Virginia]

threads

desperately
preserve [Pure

somehow

small

stink of

the lamb] lived

he

your

written

in
the

strange

stereotype

father, dear? Is

a coal

burdened

always

some

back

lived
fishin’

and aof

[tedious

in the
of cars]

a-huntin’

what’s

in
lived in

fumblings

seats

strains

shame [the

town

and patches,

sticky

accent

by truth,

some

miner?] I
left half-

am
ignored,

distant
by

others]
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story
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You Get That from Them: A Recipe for (Grand)Daughter
You are nine or ten, stepping into mother’s blood. The scent like burnished copper of moonshine
stills. Two cups women combined, two women cracked open and whisked in ceramic bowl. The
rise of teaspoon breasts, then arms, legs longing shadows against linoleum tile. Out of the heat and
thrown into the hot skillet of womanhood. An optional tablespoon of instructions: they say sit and
cross your ankles. They say don’t be ugly. Or else they say your face will get stuck that way. Your
silence, ¼ cup. You learn body language of Red Maples, their limbs bent back, leaves belly side
up against blowing wind, pastel hands cupped and waiting to catch just a smidge of the coming
rain. Your small hands, you get that from them, turn into spiders, trail
along
a
spine.
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Turned Wife
My mawmaw turns
into a wife once
again. Tries to find my
grandfather refracted
in the mirror
of other men. Finds
instead a liquored
love, hands fit for
fighting, secret
cruelty in whispered
threats. Low whispers
say: Don’t tell. Divorce, a
different kind of
mourning.

My mother tries
too. Searches the
boys for blue eyes
or motorcycles. Settles
on my father,
eloping in
cream pants,
purple blazer,
hair teased high
like a halo. My
father stands
beside her rigid
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in all black. Clothes
fit for a funeral. My
mawmaw, their
witness.
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Family Myth II
I imagine their hands submerged and drowning in a square of wet cement, sticky with the stuff,
crumbling on fingers used as a tool, a stylus to scrawl their names beside the place where their
hands were, their knees on dirty ground, backs bent, as if in prayer. I think I find it as a child,
exploring the perimeter of the house as if it were a cottage in some fairytale wood. There it could
have lain, forgotten underneath my mawmaw’s window, the ac unit perhaps growling, dripping
condensation like a slow, soft rain: that small, slab of concrete probably deteriorated, eroded from
the harsh and temperamental West Virginia weather. Something ancient. And sacred. I bend down
to it too, just as they must have, bare knees on patches of grass. Reach out with both hands, place
mine in theirs. Holding hands through time. Curl my fingers inward, try on their new shape. I trace
the curvature of their names: Bert, Chick with a small finger still swollen with baby fat. Amen.
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My Mother Among the Birds
She sits on a chair made of eagles—they are trapped in little squares, like cages that keep them. In
patterns, they surround her small shape. My mother belongs among the birds, their stitched wings
trapped in flight, just as her legs while she sits are trapped bent at the knees and to the side. The
camera seems slightly skewed, almost at an angle, and her childhood legs look so long as they
stretch toward the lens, one foot in perfect point toward me. I like to imagine her running barefoot
in the neighborhood, the soles of her feet slapping against pavement as she plays a game of tag, or
hide and seek, a shrill giggle, like a balloon, floating up & into the air—Her gaze in this photo is
somewhere off frame, staring in the distance, darkened by shadow. What was she looking at over
there in the corner? Perhaps a television is hidden there, playing reruns of her favorite Spiderman
cartoon. Perhaps she is daydreaming of me, a brunette daughter who will one day write. Perhaps
she is looking through a window, watching birds take flight.
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Among the list of homeowners, “no return” appears in 1990, two years before I am born
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Red Room II
Granny Ballengee (just a mere street over) had bedroom carpet which was bloodred and smelled,
always, of the baby powder she kept in a porcelain dish. Mawmaw and mama used to dust their
bodies with the powder, too. The cloud would hang heavy in the post-shower steam. I join in this
ritual as a young woman, patting new breasts and longing legs like future self-shadows. The
powder puff thumping softly against me and the rhythmic drumbeats return, blood pumping
through arterial chambers, those red rooms. Like my heart hammering inside my chest at sixteen
when my first real boyfriend, perched above me whispers, you smell so sweet. Who are the men
that showered my mama, mawmaw, and granny in sweet? Where are they now? I go to find them
and see only myself, only the women they’ve left behind.
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Here is My Testimony:
as a little
darkhaired
girl, I go
into playroom
as he moves
stuffed animals,
he moves me
into their
empty box.

Here is
my testimony:
redhaired
cousin pulls
my body
down on
carpeted floor
and touches.

Here is
my testimony:
over the years,
the playroom turns
into master
bedroom, turns
into my
bedroom. And
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when my
partner makes
love to me,
I sometimes
think I see
her, the ghost
girlchild of my
past. I think
I see her in
the corner
crying.
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Triptych
at 7

at 28

little fist full of fishing lures

in empty hallways

waiting

waiting for

a ghost

to catch

a firework flash

lingering in doorways

an afterimage

their blue eyes

in transplanted tiger-lily

from Beech Fork

toward the light

stomping, stamping out

destiny blazing

toward me, burns

flickering

& smoldering mere

holes into lonely

memories. Adjusting the

seconds left. Measure

lens shutter

exposure of my body’s

tears. Remember his

shoulders rising like

x-rayed beams. House bones

weak stagger, like

an arching line cast

on blueprint paper point to

whispering willow catkins

toward sky

toward family future

toward her

before plummeting

at 31 or 32

off-course & off-grid

crashing into

unknown territory

in the winds
of West Virginia. The

once-still waters

of grief. This splintering

home

of her

mother, I feel too. Like a

cracking open

heart clenched tight
her

fist around

ribs squeezing

throat unclenched
wails

pieces of wallpaper
shutting him out soon

a blossoming scream within me
echoes
at all
this
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weeps

erupts, she
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Ars Poetica III
Like moonshine,
syllables in the
stories pour
out of their
mouths. Like
a mountain
stream of
memory trickling
down from
mawmaw to
mama to
me.
Like a mama
bird regurgitating
worms. As a
baby
I refuse meager
breastmilk
wailed without
words not
enough! I’m
still wailing,
a mourning
dove’s coo-woos
echo and
echo. The stories
cannot sustain
my hunger for
family history
buried deep in
blood. All
this longing
tastes like
curdled
milk coating
my
tongue.
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Evidence Of
After Diana Khoi Nguyen’s “An Empty House is a Debt”

1
A cotton ball when pressed to gaping
wound soaks up blood. A space

within me absorbs their memory. Resides
there. Resides

2
In empty space, we make room for
impossibility. Einstein’s theory of relativity

proven true: evidence of black holes,
evidence of their cosmic collisions.

Did you know time is actually changeable?

3
Finally! Here we all are, dancing in
the living room papered with red,
red upholstered furniture, my mother
shimmying before me, a redhaired teenager.

4
I realize the music is really
a canary’s shrill song. Its
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metallic chirp echoes in deserted
halls like silverplated spoons clanging
inside my heart.

5
There is no more space inside the room of me.
There is no more space inside the room of me.

6
What is a room but just a space

fated for purpose and filled with junk. It changes
--once a mourning room, now a living room. I can
fill any place with tears.

7
Ghosts remember.
A ghost is the story of longing, and once written,
becomes born again and again.

These memories all become revisions
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Triptych

at 7

at 28

little fist full of fishing lures

in empty hallways

waiting

waiting for

a ghost

to catch

a firework flash

lingering in doorways

an afterimage

their blue eyes

in transplanted tiger-lily

from Beech Fork

toward the light

stomping, stamping out

destiny blazing

toward me, burns

flickering

& smoldering mere

holes into lonely

memories. Adjusting the

seconds left. Measure

lens shutter

exposure of my body’s

tears. Remember his

shoulders rising like

x-rayed beams. House bones

weak stagger, like

an arching line cast

on blueprint paper point to

whispering willow catkins

toward sky

toward family future

toward her

before plummeting

at 31 or 32

off-course & off-grid

crashing into

unknown territory

in the winds
of West Virginia. The

once-still waters

of grief. This splintering

home

of her

mother, I feel too. Like a

cracking open

heart clenched tight
her

fist around

ribs squeezing

throat unclenched
wails

pieces of wallpaper
shutting him out soon

a blossoming scream within me
echoes
at all
this
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weeps

erupts, she

Conversations with a Ghost III
Dear [grand]father,
Where have you
been all this
time?

Dear [grand]daughter,
I was writing
to you.
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Altar Song Reprise

offer
up

the
altar

altar
altar
altar
your

body

as

altar
altar
altar
oh

little
granddaughter

daughter
daughter

summon

the

altar
altar
altar
blood

thicker

than

water
water
water
on

the
altar
altar

altar
profess

longing oh
granddaughter
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little

daughter
daughter

can

you
conjure

them

with
your
altar
altar

altar
whisper
and

this

do

song

not

falter
falter
falter
echoes

on

the
altar

altar
altar
wait

for

the

father
father
father
wait

to

delete

this

grief oh
little

granddaughter
daughter

daughter
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Triptych
Instructions: Find three people, each choosing a vertical column to read aloud, the last person will read
straight across. Let your voices become a chorus, the song of birds in morning.

at 7

at 28

little fist full of fishing lures

in empty hallways

waiting

waiting for

a ghost

to catch

a firework flash

lingering in doorways

an afterimage

their blue eyes

in transplanted tiger-lily

from Beech Fork

toward the light

stomping, stamping out

destiny blazing

toward me, burns

flickering

& smoldering mere

holes into lonely

memories. Adjusting the

seconds left. Measure

lens shutter

exposure of my body’s

tears. Remember his

shoulders rising like

x-rayed beams. House bones

weak stagger, like

an arching line cast

on blueprint paper point to

whispering willow catkins

toward sky

toward family future

toward her

before plummeting

at 31 or 32

off-course & off-grid

crashing into

unknown territory

in the winds
of West Virginia. The

once-still waters

of grief. This splintering

home

of her

mother, I feel too. Like a

cracking open

heart clenched tight
her

fist around

ribs squeezing

throat unclenched
wails

pieces of wallpaper
shutting him out soon

a blossoming scream within me erupts, she
echoes
at all
this
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weeps

If These Walls Could Talk They’d Say
open up the golden drapes, we want to feel the light, want to stretch our plaster and sigh and creak,
come to life, sputter to speak like the engine from those bikes your mawmaw’s husband, your
daddy, your lover all ride parked out of reach, just outside where the birds are, feathers red as your
mama’s feathered hair flying through the air from her stepdaddy’s hand, her body bouncing, as it
crashes against us, clashing like cymbals, turning into a flock of birds whose wings whoosh, ripple
the air, ripple through time, still vibrating somewhere inside. They’d say, can you remember your
own body turning into birds when that boy held you down against carpeted floor, pressed his
fingers against your pink skin, and we expanded like wooden lungs breathing to match the sound
of yours, the chaotic symphony of wings splitting silence? Or, can you remember the storm, they’d
say, that threatened to break our very bones, trees crashing around us, the groan of bark cracking
like teeth being pulled from wet gums, and at the sound we admit that we quaked, our roof rattled
while the rain whipped onto windows as you and your mama held each other close, so close, your
little body spooned around hers, arms still swollen with baby fat wrapped tight around her neck,
your whispers carrying between you like fragile birdsong when morning sky breaks? They’d say,
finally, can you reach out, press your palm against us, and feel this terrible music?
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